Strain softening is not present during axial extensions of rat intact right ventricular trabeculae in the presence or absence of 2,3-butanedione monoxime.
Recent studies of passive myocardial mechanics have shown that strain softening behavior is present during both inflation of isolated whole rat hearts and shearing of tissue blocks taken from the left ventricular free wall in pigs. Strain softening is typically manifested by a stiffer force-extension relation in the first deformation cycle relative to subsequent cycles and is distinguished from viscoelasticity by a lack of recovery of stiffness, even after several hours of rest. The causes of this behaviour are unknown. We investigated whether strain softening is observed in uniaxial extensions of intact, viable, rat right ventricular (RV) cardiac trabeculae. Stretch and release cycles of 5%, 10%, and 15% muscle length were applied at a constant velocity at 26 degrees C. Muscles were tested in random order in the presence and absence of 50 mM 2,3-butanedione monoxime (BDM). Whereas strain softening was displayed by nonviable trabeculae, it was not observed in viable preparations undergoing physiologically relevant extensions whether in the presence or absence of BDM. BDM also had no effect on passive compliance. There was a reversible increase of muscle compliance between the first and subsequent cycles, with recovery after 30 s of rest, independent of the presence of BDM. We conclude that strain softening is neither intrinsic to viable rat RV trabeculae nor influenced by BDM and that passive trabeculae compliance is not altered by the addition of BDM.